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Abstract: A systematic and precise understanding of urban socio-economic spatial inequalities in
developing regions is needed to address global sustainability goals. At the intra-urban scale, access
to detailed databases (i.e., a census) is often a difficult exercise. Geolocated surveys such as the
Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) are a rich alternative source of such information but can be
challenging to interpolate at such a fine scale due to their spatial displacement, survey design and the
lack of very high-resolution (VHR) predictor variables in these regions. In this paper, we employ
satellite-derived VHR land-use/land-cover (LULC) datasets and couple them with the DHS Wealth
Index (WI), a robust household wealth indicator, in order to provide city-scale wealth maps. We
undertake several modelling approaches using a random forest regressor as the underlying algorithm
and predict in several geographic administrative scales. We validate against an exhaustive census
database available for the city of Dakar, Senegal. Our results show that the WI was modelled to a
satisfactory degree when compared against census data even at very fine resolutions. These findings
might assist local authorities and stakeholders in rigorous evidence-based decision making and
facilitate the allocation of resources towards the most disadvantaged populations. Good practices for
further developments are discussed with the aim of upscaling these findings at the global scale.
Keywords: wealth index; DHS; very-high-resolution remote sensing; interpolation; machine
learning; poverty
1. Introduction
The adequate monitoring of socio-economic indicators in the Global South is a crucial task in
order to meet the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [1]. In order to eliminate
poverty and reduce inequalities [2], the most reliable and informative methods to make targeted
assessments at the local, national and regional levels are through exhaustive census data combined
with geospatial analyses [3–5]. Nonetheless, census information in several developing countries are
outdated, unreliable or inaccessible for the most part, making such efforts challenging, particularly
for fine-scale geographical estimations (i.e., at subnational or intra-urban level) [6,7]. An alternative
way to investigate the local heterogeneities of socioeconomic indicators is through the coupling of
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geolocated surveys that contain socio-economic information with ancillary spatial variables. A rich
source of consistent, standardized and geolocated surveys in numerous developing countries are the
Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) [8]. However, DHS surveys are designed mostly to summarize
indicators at the national level, which forbids intra-national or urban variations to be shown. Recently,
Bosco et al. [6] explored the potential of combining DHS surveys with geospatial features, for fine-scale
mapping at the sub-national level. Their results were encouraging as they were able to model and map
several DHS indicators (i.e., stunting in children) successfully at a high resolution (1 by 1-kilometer
grids) for several countries such as Nigeria, Kenya and Tanzania. Nonetheless, due to the type of
analysis undertaken, the mapping of intra-urban variations was poor. The authors concluded that
with appropriate modelling efforts and inclusion of very high-resolution (VHR) covariates, intra-urban
variation of DHS indicators could be made possible. Similar research has proposed the use of VHR
variables to address the poor performance of DHS indicators in an intra-urban setting [9].
Recent work has highlighted the importance of remotely sensed (RS) features such as land
use/land cover (LULC) for mapping demographic and socio-economic conditions at various geographic
scales [5,10–17]. In [5], satellite image features such as the number and density of buildings, type
of roads and number cars explained roughly 60% of the variation in poverty models derived from
census household consumption per capita estimates in Sri Lanka. In [10], it was demonstrated that
satellite images, in combination with census and survey data could reveal the distribution of spatial
inequalities in health and well-being in the city of Accra, with the proportional abundance of vegetation
being the most discriminative predictor. Similar research in Accra, has confirmed the merits of using
satellite information for socio-economic mapping as in [13], where a set of image metrics describing
the geometry, orientation and patterns of objects within an image exhibited moderate to strong degrees
of correlation against several socio-economic census indicators. In the absence of census data, similar
results have been reported when using ground surveys to train and validate models. In [11,12]
satellite-derived metrics and LULC information were used to classify the city of Lima, Peru, in a
set of socioeconomic classes. The satellite features were combined with reference data from ground
surveys and a neural network was used to make predictions with satisfactory accuracy (R2 = 0.7).
Nonetheless, the limiting factors of the above studies regard data availability, which is always time-
and place-specific.
To address this shortcoming, this study aims to fill an important gap, and proposes the coupling of
satellite VHR information with the standardized DHS surveys for accurate intra-urban socioeconomic
mapping. We present a first attempt to model a widely used DHS survey indicator, the Wealth Index,
with VHR LULC variables and machine-learning (ML) methods. Our results are validated against
census data for the city of Dakar, Senegal.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview
In this section we describe the data and methods used in the study. First, we justify and present
the choice of the case study (Dakar, Senegal). Second, we discuss in length the DHS Wealth Index
(WI) data that were employed while we particularly emphasize describing the DHS survey spatial
displacement issue which can negatively influence the prediction accuracy. Afterwards, we present the
satellite-derived information that were used to model the WI. Finally, we present the modelling and
optimization techniques as well as our efforts to validate the results against census information.
2.2. Study Area
We selected Dakar, the capital of Senegal, as a case study for two reasons: (i) the availability of
georeferenced fine-scale census information, (ii) existing, high-quality VHR RS LULC products [18,19]
and (iii) the relative abundance of DHS surveys across the city. The study area encompassed zones for
which there is almost full overlap between the available LULC and census information (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Study area extent.
2.3. Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS)
The DHS program routi ely collects geolocat d so io-econ mic nd health indicators in more
than 90 developin countries. It aims to impr ve evi ence-based policy aking by authorities and
related organizations. The DHS surveys follow a standardized, stratified and multi-stage sampling
design where several census enumeration areas (EA) are selected as sampling clusters. Afterwards,
a set of households within the select EAs is interviewed a the Global Positi ing System (GPS)
coordinates of the centroid of the EA are recorde [20]. From the interviews un ertaken, a vast amount
of information is collected ranging from household indicators (e.g., construction material, water source
and ways of garbage disposal) and socio-economic information (e.g., educational level) to health
measurem nts such as malaria prevalence. I ord r to en ure privacy, efore the c ordinates of the
urban clusters are publicly rel ased, data points are randomly displaced up to 2 kilomet rs using a
random direction/random distance approach [20]. The surveys are designed to be representative at
the admin-1 level (regional level), but also have shown being useful for spatial extrapolation at finer
scales [6,9,20]. The random displacement has been a fac o of negative influence when undertaking
spatial analyses as there can be strong spatial mismatches between the extracted spatial variables and
the true location of the survey. The best way to mitigate this issue is to extract average/proportional
values from the spatial predictors around the DHS surveys locations, using buffers. In DHS reports,
buffers between 1 and 5 kilometers have been successfully employed to extract spatial information in
rural and urban surveys [20,21].
DHS Wealth Index (WI)
The variable of interest in this study is the DHS Wealth Index that acts as a surrogate of a
household’s economic status. At the national scale, it has a standard deviation of 1 and a mean value
of 0, with higher values indicating wealthier households [22]. The WI is an ownership composite of
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household assets or services such as ownership of a television set, vehicle or land, type of water supply,
access to electricity and persons sleeping per room, among others derived from a principal component
analysis (PCA). It has been used for several spatial and non-spatial analyses, mainly as a potential
indicator of health, mortality, socioeconomic status and wealth [23–27].
The WI can only be directly compared within a specific survey and country as it is a relative
measure of wealth and not an absolute one, whereas construction of a comparative WI is recommended
for trend analysis or inter-country comparisons [22]. In this study, we operated under the assumption
that the WI is stationary over the time period examined as we only included urban surveys in Dakar
and no trend analysis or inter-country comparisons were performed. Moreover, in recent work, it was
demonstrated that comparative WI was stationary across a 5-year period in Senegal while both indexes
demonstrated high and comparable explanatory power when used as predictive variables in regression
models [22]. Therefore, here we solely used the WI for simplicity purposes. For analysis, we extracted
the WI from available DHS surveys from 2008–2016 in Dakar. To create a WI suited for geographical
modelling, we averaged the values from the household level to the cluster level [6], for which GPS
coordinates, although displaced, exist and a total of 120 geolocated clusters were produced (Figure 2).
There exists a clear gradient on the WI’s spatial distribution, with higher values being found in the
central part of the city (south-east region) and decreasing values in peri-urban regions. The distribution
of the WI from the selected surveys in Dakar followed a normal distribution as demonstrated in the
histogram of Figure 3.
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2.4. Very High-Resolution (VHR) Satellite Data
As predictors of the DHS WI, we used two satellite derived VHR LULC maps. The LULC
products are publicly available with a LC map at 0.5 resolution and a LU map at the street block
level (Figure 4) [18,28]. These products have been successfully used for urban local climate zone
validation [29] and population models at similar geographical scales [16,30]. The overall accuracy
of the LC and LU maps was 89.5% and 79%, respectively [16]. Both were derived from Pleiades
imagery collected in 2015. The variables are explicitly documented in Table 1. The categorization of
built-up was made possible through the use of a normalized elevation surface model produced by
stereophotogrammetry [31].
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According to the DHS guidelines, buffers between 1–5 kilometers can provide relatively unbiased
coefficient estimates in generalized linear models (with the reference being an unbiased model of a
2 kilometer buffer), depending on the degree of smoothness of each variable [20]. Nonetheless, we
use 1-kilometer buffers due to the complex and quite heterogeneous urban landsc pe. As such, we
extracted LULC class proportions within a 1-kilometer buffer from each DHS survey point. Increasing
the buffer would be an unsuitable practice leading to oversmoothed models and refrain intra-urban
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variation to manifest [6]. At the same time, we investigated some spatial optimization techniques to
help mitigate the displacement issue.


















2.5. Model Selection and Spatial Optimization Methods
As mentioned previously, the maximum geographical displacement for an urban DHS cluster
is 2 kilometers, which may cause the creation of noisy or inappropriate spatial models. Thus, we
investigated two simple and intuitive spatial optimization methods that might mitigate the effect of
the displacement. The two procedures were based on refining or enriching the contextual spatial
feature extraction.
The first method aimed to increase the amount of available training data in the models by
extracting features from multiple 1-kilometer buffers around each survey point. In practice, for each
DHS survey point, we created duplicates at 500 and 1000 meters along four main directions, East, West,
North and South, as illustrated in Figure 5. Then, we extracted the LULC proportions for each newly
created survey location and hence, more training data were created. In the end, we combined all initial
and newly created training data in one model which comprised 1040 data points. Spatial duplicates
falling in the sea were removed. We refer to this approach as P1, with the benchmark method being
training a model where features are extracted only from buffers along the 120 initial survey locations
(P0). The idea behind this method was based on the positive effect that spatial autocorrelation might
have in the extracted features—aking as an assumption that at least 50% of the displaced surveys will
fall within a 1-kilometre buffer [21].
The second optimization technique (P2) aimed to refine rather than enrich the feature extraction
through spatial permutation. The general procedure is described as follows:
For each survey, randomly select one of the 9 potential locations that were created previously
(Figure 5).
Extract the associated LULC features for the selected location, coming from the 1-kilometer buffer:
Compute a regression model between the selected features and the WI;
Assess model performance through the implementation of an evaluation metric;
Repeat steps 1 to 4 until a preset number of iterations is done;
Select the model that minimizes the evaluation metric.
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Our rationale rested on the idea that there is an established relationship between the physical
surface and household wealth, as several studies have shown [5,6,10–12,32]. Therefore, through
the iterative random sampling, models with more appropriate feature extraction are expected to
have a better performance than the standard approach of extracting features only for the original
(i.e., DHS provided) location. Nonetheless, the proposed approach assumes an axiomatic, strong
relationship between LULC variables and the WI that is better than random chance. The only way to
ensure that the selected model after applying the optimization is indeed a better choice and not an
artifact of a random combination or overfitting is through independent validation. In our case we
preset 10 million iterations—an arbitrary but reasonable number to test enough combinations coming
out of a random sampling process given the precise problem solution requires a substantial amount
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of computational resources. As an evaluation metric to select the best model we selected the root
mean squared error (RMSE) coming from the out-of-bag (OOB) predictions of the random forest (RF)
regressor. RF is a decision-tree ensemble machine learning algorithm that has been shown resilient to
overfitting and robust to model the complex non-linear relationships among satellite derived features
and socio-economic and demographic indicators [16,30,33]. For optimizing the parameters of the
three final RF models (P0, P1, P2) we used the cross-validation functions of the “caret” package in R
statistical software [34,35]. Finally, it should be noted that the objective of the proposed approaches
(P1 and P2), is not to find the true locations of the DHS surveys or account for the displacement of each
survey independently, but rather to create models that, on average, capture the relationship between
LULC and WI in a more robust manner.
2.6. Validation Scheme
2.6.1. Validation at the DHS Survey Level
To assess the training performance for each modelling approach (P0, P1, P2), we derived the RMSE













where xi is the observed variable, yi is the predicted value and n is the sample size.
2.6.2. Validation at the Census Level
For independent validation, we employed the latest census of Dakar (2013) that contained
information from all recorded households in the region, acquired from the National Agency for
Statistics and Demography of Senegal [36]. The employed household indicators are summarized in
Table 2 and consist of exhaustive information regarding household material and access to services,
similarly to the DHS WI. First, we computed these variables as proportions (i.e., proportion of
households that have a house tap) at each administrative unit. Then, we performed a PCA on these
features and extracted the first principal component as a Census Wealth Index (CWI), similarly to other
studies that develop wealth composite measures [37,38]. On average, and depending on the census
administrative resolution, the CWI captured roughly 30% of the total variance which is comparable
with existing values such as the International Wealth Index [37]. It has to be noted that the CWI
is not the direct equivalent of DHS WI, but we assume they are very similar as i) both are PCA
composites on household variables and ii) the survey/census information has been collected by the
same statistical agency.
To address scale effects in prediction, we computed and aggregated the CWI in multiple
geographical resolutions (to reach a total of 300, 150, 75, 40 administrative units; Figure 6) using
a procedure proposed in [16]. The aggregation method was based on k-means clustering on the
geographical coordinates of each census unit. Afterwards, we used the three trained RF models to
predict the DHS WI at each administrative level by using the LULC variables which are also aggregated
at the same scale. We then computed Pearson’s correlation coefficient to assess the degree of similarity
amongst the predicted DHS Wealth Index and the Census Wealth Index. Finally, we used the Getis–Ord
Gi* index to visualize locations where high or low values cluster spatially (hot/cold spots) and see
whether there is similarity between the census and predicted spatial clusters [39].
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Table 2. Available household indicators for Dakar, derived from the 2013 Census. The first component
of a principal component analysis (PCA) was used as the Census Wealth Index.
Type
Occupancy Type of Wall Roof Type Soil Type Lavatory Type Water Consumption
Owner Cement Concrete Tiles Sewer House tap
Co-owner Cement tiles Tile/slate Cement Pit Yard tap
Tenant Cement andmarble Zinc Clay/banco Covered latrine Public tap
Co-tenant Cement andwood Thatch/straw Sand
Non-covered
latrine Pump well
Lease-purchase Wood Other Mat Ventilated andimproved latrine Protected well
Lodged by




cement Polished wood Bush/field Protected spring
Other Straw/stem Other Other Water truck
Other Cart containing water
Surface water
Mineral water
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Figure 6. Different geographical census aggregations that were used as validation to investigate
prediction of the DHS WI in a multiscale setting.
3. Results
3.1. DHS WI Models
The evaluation f various models s illus rated in Figure 7. Both RMSE and MAE are
lower for the optimized pproaches (P1 and P2). The P2 approach exhi ited the best p rformance
(RMSE = 26,358, MAE 20,770), followed by P1 (RMSE = 28,465, MAE = 22,786), whereas the naïve
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approach (P0) performed most poorly (RMSE = 30,219, MAE = 23,776). Apart from the error evaluation,
it can be enlightening to visualize the feature importance and impact of each predictor on the WI. As an
example, Figure 8 shows the feature importance of the P2 approach, which performed best, as derived
by mean decrease in squared error (MDA %), i.e., the most common way to assess importance of an
RF regressor. The most important variables are the proportions of the different building categories,
followed by the proportion of ACS, deprived regions and swimming pools, while vegetation variables
appear to be the least important.
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Figure 9 illustrates the partial dependency plots for each predictor. Most of the predictors exhibit
strong non-linear relationships with the WI and can be semantically explained. For example, an
increase in the proportion of swimming pools is associated with a sharp increase in the WI as it
likely represents the wealthier areas in Dakar. In a similar fashion, an increase of the proportion of
neighborhoods classified as deprived is associated with sharp decreases of the WI. Interestingly, the
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density of the various building types plays an important role in explaining the WI. In particular, large
proportions of high elevated buildings indicate regions with wealthier households, as they likely
indicate central business or leisure districts. On the other hand, an increasing density of low-elevated
buildings is associated with a steep decrease in the WI, which could be linked to the high-density
poorer residential regions of Dakar, mainly prevalent in Pikine district. Notably, the nature of the
relationships ranges from almost linear (i.e., proportion of swimming pools) to sharply non-linear
(i.e., proportion of low elevated buildings) where there seemingly exists a threshold around the 20%
margin that rapidly decreases the predicted WI. This can be explained by the built-up transition
between one type of neighborhood to another, that could better be explained with thresholds rather
than a linear progression.
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3.2. Validation
We compare the performance of the DHS models against independent census data. The three
RF models used to predict the WI at the various geographical scales are described in the methods
section (Figure 6). Then, we compare the degree of similarity of the predicted WI against the reference
CWI. The maps in Figures 10–13 illustrate the predicted WI from the RF models and the CWI for the
investigated census scales. Encouragingly, the overall spatial trends between the CWI and WI are
similar in all cases. The households in the central regions of Dakar appear to be wealthier, with a
peripheral decrease as we move into the peri-urban regions. Notably, all models have managed to
highlight the less wealthy regions of the greater Pikine region. Nonetheless, there are also important
differences between the predicted WI and CWI patterns particularly in the peri-urban regions of Dakar.
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Table 3 depicts the correlation coefficient values bet een the predicted WI and CWI for each
geographical scale and method.
In general, the correlations are moderate (0.40–0.59) with the best results being found when the
city is partitioned in 75 administrative units. Nonetheless, the correlations are almost as strong at
finer resolutions, which is highly encouraging. As for the performance among the difference models,
the optimized approaches (P1 and P2) always outperformed the naive approach (PO). Although the
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improvements were small, they are still important given that the CWI is derived from an exhaustive
database that includes all documented households in Dakar. As such, even a minor improvement
might indicate a better prediction over thousands of households in reality. Finally, the Getis–Ord
hot/cold spot analysis for the CWI and best RF model for each resolution is illustrated in Figure 14.
The patterns of the hot/cold spots were similar between the CWI and WI, with largest deviations being
in the peri-urban transect of Dakar.
Table 3. Correlation coefficient between the predicted DHS WI from each RF model (P0, P1, P2) and
the CWI at different resolutions. All values are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Resolution 300 150 75 40
P0 0.40 0.45 0.57 0.48
P1 0.41 0.46 0.59 0.50
P2 0.42 0.48 0.57 0.51
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4. Discussion
This research documented a first attempt to model DHS indicators using VHR Earth observation
datasets for fine-scale intra-urban analysis. The results are encouraging and validated the
recommendations of previous work [6], which indicated that RS VHR information may be adequate
predictors of DHS survey indicators. However, one important limitation of using satellite VHR
information is the increased cost, image-processing knowledge and computational resources that are
required. Encouragingly, technological advances have allowed for large-scale computing using cloud
systems and Earth observation data such as Google Earth Engine (GEE) [40] which can be of particular
merit in upscaling the conclusions of this research in several cities. Currently, VHR data are still not
available at a global extent in GEE, but other products could be investigated until the VHR imagery
integration is realized. To reproduce this research, a few other RS VHR urban datasets are available
and contain similar, openly accessible information in cities such as Ouagadougou, Kampala and Dar es
Salaam [41,42].
Another important outcome of this research is the production of detailed and unique information
in areas where minimum knowledge exists. In most Sub-Saharan African (SSA) cities, census data is
hard to access or outdated. For regional or national assessments a lot of survey indicators have been
produced at coarser resolutions [6,43–51] but this was the first DHS fine-scale indicator production
derived from VHR earth observation information directed specifically for intra-urban policy making
and decision support. An additional highlight of this work is that not only were VHR variables able to
train robust models based on DHS surveys, but also their predictions were in relative agreement with
exhaustive census data at various geographical resolutions. These outputs can transfer additional and
unique information to scientists, local stakeholders and policy makers, particularly in an era where
a part of the Earth observation community is focused on precise and accurate slum detection in the
less economically developed regions of the world [52–56]. Indeed, it could allow for a systematic
understanding of developing cities that will go beyond delineating slum regions and highlight
intra-slum socio-economic and health inequalities. Consequently, future research should investigate
the production of several other DHS indicators such as mortality, malnutrition, educational levels,
among others for intra-urban mapping.
With respect to the modelling efforts, the thematic detail of the detailed LU/LC products explained
a large part of the variation of the DHS Wealth Index. The most crucial features were the various types
of buildings categorized by elevation, so that further attempts to model DHS cluster indicators in an
urban context should strive to include similar information. For instance, if object elevation models are
not available, the size of classified buildings might act as a similar proxy. Nonetheless, the predicted
WI failed to match the census patterns in a few regions which indicates that relying solely on LULC
information might not be enough. More discriminate variables should be investigated in future efforts
such as the distance from the commercial center, vegetation indices, population density layers or image
metrics (i.e., texture). Regarding the modelling algorithm, robust ML methods that are ideal when
the relationship between dependent and independent variables is highly non-linear such as RF [33]
performed satisfactorily in a multiscale setting. As ML techniques make no assumptions regarding
data distribution, their use is more rewarding in cases where there is a lot of uncertainty-which is
the case here, given the spatial displacement of DHS surveys. Although it is impossible to document
the exact effect of the DHS displacement in the constructed models, a 1-kilometer buffer with or
without further optimization was enough to model the WI successfully. In our case, the size of the
buffer had to be a trade-off between constructing meaningful models and adequately addressing the
displacement uncertainty. Larger buffers would be meaningless, at least in the case of Dakar, as they
would incorporate exceedingly heterogeneous information that would lead to oversmoothed models
with no explanatory power. On the other hand, similar buffers have been used in similar studies which
attempt to model survey-based indicators through survey data [57]. Finally, better results could be
expected if the various administrative aggregations were performed through expert knowledge, rather
from an automated process [13].
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Concerning the optimization procedures, the two feature-extraction methods we proposed
produced i) better predictive performance when validated at the DHS cluster level and ii) higher
correlations with the independent Census Wealth Index. However, the improvement of the optimized
models (P1 and P2) was much higher when validated at the DHS level, rather than against the census.
This can be interpreted as evidence of overfitting and, thus, caution should be taken when applying
optimization methods in future studies. Hence, an important take away message for future work is
to investigate more sophisticated spatial optimization and feature-extraction techniques in similar
settings. It could be reasonable to assume the Bayesian optimization methods using spatial priors,
or heuristic approaches will be able to find models that are more robust in less time, contrary to the
random sampling simulations investigated here. Moreover, random spatial sampling rather than
predetermined placement within the buffers, coupled with data augmentation techniques to increase
robustness, might also provide viable approaches.
5. Conclusions
In this study we documented some first attempts in modelling the DHS WI through VHR
satellite-derived variables for the purpose of fine scale intra-urban mapping. The results indicated that
when appropriate variables are included, the predicted values are in moderate agreement with census
data (r = 0.40–0.59) and display similar spatial patterns. In addition, we discuss some good practices
and optimization approaches that mitigated the effect of the DHS displacement in the accuracy of the
models. Moreover, the prediction performance remained satisfactory even at very fine resolutions
(i.e., 300 administrative units) which is encouraging for the systematic production of gridded products
on a larger scale. The importance of these findings can direct future research into mapping more DHS
indicators in cities of the Global South, promoting international collaborations between institutions that
have the necessary computational resources and stakeholders, in order to better address sustainable
development goals in the developing regions of the world.
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